Cascade Wild Folding Table
INSTRUCTION SHEET - Side 1
This side: Set up table for use

4. Each end brace has two snaps - snap them
together.

1. The table will come to you folded for packing as
shown below.

5. The end braces are now snapped together and
the table is ready to use - simply turn it over.

2. Turn the table to the side and push your hand in
to pressure the snaps apart. DO NOT try to pull on
the plastic to pull the snaps apart.

3. Unfold the table. It should be very apparent how
the table unfolds and where the end braces will snap
together.

6. The table is set up and ready for use. When you
first set it up the table top will have a natural upward
bow to it from being folded, but will lay flat as soon as
you put something on the table.

questions? send email to info@cascadewild.com
or visit: cascadewild.com

Cascade Wild Folding Table
INSTRUCTION SHEET - Side 2
This side: Break down table for packing

4. Carefully fold the table sides in against the
underside of the table, then bring the two sides
together.

1. Turn the table upside down and you will see
where the end braces are snapped together.

2. Push your fingers between the end braces and
slide towards the snaps to create pressure to break
the snaps apart. DO NOT pull on the plastic to pull
the snaps apart, that may damage the plastic.

5. Look at the side profile of the table, align the two
snaps, and snap them together to hold the table in
folded configuration.

6. Once you have folded and snapped the table
together, it will sit flat and is ready to stow away in
your pack.

3. Fold the end braces in towards the table sides.

questions? send email to info@cascadewild.com
or visit: cascadewild.com

